1 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

1.1 METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH WORK:
This work will be dissident in nature because of its questionable & sensitive nature, real & target intuition will be usual to bring out diverse conflicts methodically. Suppositions of Police officers, hooligans & society will be searched for through surveys & individual gatherings, honest to goodness arrangements, for instance, course books, law reports, & web examination gadgets on contemporary issues of law may be broke down. Expansive examination measures will be put set up to ensure this survey is adequately finished to fight present day use of capital punishment. To update suitability & culmination of this examination, use of capital punishment by nation will be assessed to figure out sufficiency of or favorable circumstances embedded in use of capital punishment (if there is any)

1.2 SOURCES OF DATA COLLECTION:
Sources of data collection for this thesis designed to hold from Secondary data collection which conducted by collecting information from diverse source of documents or electronically stored information.

1.2.1 ESSENTIALS OF GOOD DATA:
✓ Representation,
✓ Adequacy
✓ Independent,
✓ Homogeneity

1.2.2 COLLECTION OF PRIMARY DATA
✓ By Observation
✓ By Personal Interview
✓ By Telephonic interview
✓ By Questionnaire

1.2.3 COLLECTION OF SECONDARY DATA
✓ Published Source
✓ Unpublished Source